Rethinking therapeutic and recreational
nicotine products: a commentary on
Hatsukami et al
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The paper by Hatsukami et al1 in this
issue of the journal shows that nicotine
gum is at least as effective as snus as a cessation treatment. This result may surprise
many, especially those exploring additional beneﬁts of low-toxin tobacco products over pure nicotine as cessation aids.
We think it raises two important issues:
First, that a product containing only
medicinal nicotine could do at least as
well as a product with all the attributes of
tobacco strongly suggests that the other
ingredients in tobacco, such as minor
alkaloids, that many have hypothesised as
being important may not play much if any
role in treating nicotine dependence.
The second issue arises from the
ﬁnding that there was more continued
(longer term) use of snus even though it
was not rated as potent in quelling cravings. This ﬁnding mirrors the situation in
Scandinavia where snus use is widespread,
but nicotine gum is primarily used for cessation. Why is snus preferred if the medicinal product is just as good or even
better at quelling withdrawal? We think it
likely that the promotion of snus as a consumer product (and a tobacco product at
that) compared with promotion of nicotine gum as a medicine helps explain the
ﬁndings of the Hatsukami et al study, and
more generally, why these medicinal products have failed to excite widespread
consumer interest as long-term substitutes
for smoking. The market success of ecigarettes, which have overtaken medicinal nicotine sales in the UK,2 provides
another example of a nicotine product
marketed as a consumer good proving
more popular than medicinal products
with the same active ingredient.
We know that the way people think
about a product inﬂuences how they
approach it, whether they try it, the
experiences they expect from it and their
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likelihood of continuing to use it.3
Expectancies have been shown experimentally to override the direct effects of nicotine.4 Thus it is reasonable to assume that
users’ expectancies of the intended function of a product might also inﬂuence both
how they experience and use it. These
expectancies can be set up by the way the
product is packaged and marketed.
Most medicines are designed to be used
short term, and any initial aversiveness
needs to be tolerated or masked. For medicinal nicotine products, their role is to
reduce or eliminate the desire to smoke and
it is expected that this will only be needed
for a short period of time. By contrast, a
recreational product like snus is used for
the experiences it generates, so persisting
use is always a possibility. It seems likely
that some of the initial aversive experiences
of use which initially discourage continuation, can become conditioned stimuli for
the rewards of the experiential effects of
the nicotine, and thus may support longer
term use. This can also happen for medicinal nicotine products,5 not just recreational forms of nicotine.
We may need to move beyond a simple
medical model if we are to maximise the
speed with which we move existing
smokers away from tobacco cigarettes. It is
likely that stronger marketplace incentives
that encourage switching to less-harmful
nicotine sources such as large price differences between smoked tobacco and recreational clean nicotine products, wider
availability and restrained promotion carefully targeted at smokers (eg, promotional
material provided with cigarette purchases)
could encourage switching. Along with
this there is a need for consumer regulations to ensure the products are as safe
(low in harm) as possible. Factors such as
these likely contributed to the reinvigoration of the snus market in Sweden in the
1970s and 1980s.6 This approach to promoting alternative products should be
limited to ways that minimise uptake by
young people.
There is a need for those in public
health to look rationally at the potential
of a market-based solution and to also
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accept that the potential of products is
partly determined by how people think
about them. This requires a biopsychosocial approach, not a separate focus on
either social determinants or on the biological pull of nicotine.
This conceptualisation implies that the
efﬁcacy-oriented approach to medicines is
far too limited in this area, we need broader
evaluation frameworks that incorporate
both ease of encouraging use and efﬁcacy
when used. Ultimately if clean nicotine products get people off smoking it is a desirable outcome regardless of whether the
smoker sees this as a therapeutic process or
simply a consumer choice of switching to a
less harmful alternative.
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